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Title word cross-reference


2 [BXF+20]. B [LK20]. Δ [TC18]. k [BBC+19, GEG+08, MKGV07, MM12, SCS20, ZLY+20a]. L [MKGV07]. N [ML15, CBRB09].

-anonymity [MKGV07]. -ary [CBRB09].
-center [GEG+08]. -Core [SCS20].
-diversity [MKGV07]. -hypergraphs [LK20]. -Means [MM12].

CMZS15, CZY11, CGZW16, DA18, DA19, GMT07, GWZZ17, HYQY15, IPM12, KKZ09, LQW+18, LHK+18, LF18, MDV11, MM12, MHS20, PGR18, PFTR16, PKH+17, SMK18, SYD+16, SNH+13, TLL+19, VSV15, WZL+11, WSR+16, WCS+18, XZYL12, XKW+14, ZL15, ZZZY16, ZLD14, ZL15, ZH16, ZZZ+20b, BFPP07, CSZ+09, DG10, GG08, HGV+08, TC09, WND+09, YLHY20].

Clustering-based [DA19]. Clusterings [MYPB20, CFD10]. clusters [GG08, KUU10]. Co [CGZW16, YLHY20, ZH16, DG10].

Co-Clustering [ZH16, YLHY20, DG10].

Co-Regularized [CGZW16]. Codes [WLC+17]. Coevolving [AK15]. Cold [CC19, ML15]. Cold-Start [ML15]. collaborations [AMIL13]. Collaborative [CTX+17, Dor19, HDQ+18, NK20, ZL20, Kor10]. Collections [HLCR20, RBBV18].

Collective [BG07, DMI12, LTB18, NGL16]. Combination [TYZZ10]. Combining [AHGA14, GWZZ17]. comeNgo [ZCF+17].

Commerce [XML18]. Communication [VFA+15]. Communities [BWD10, CRGP14, CO18, LPK+15, PA18, SH15, KUU10, LCZ+09, MS09].

Community [BHW+17, BB17, CSG+16, DA18, GW20, HSHE19, LHK+18, LHW+20, LSS+11, NLZH20, PPDSBLP16, RKR18, Row16, SHH+20, ASHK14, ALB09].

Community-Diff [DA18]. Comparative [HLCR20, WZLG12, WZLG13]. Comparing [PFTR16]. Comparison [MAIH18].

Comparisons [DYS20]. Competitive [YTL18]. Competitiveness [WQZ+16].


Constraint [GSG+20, ZBL+20]. Constraints [CCV19, CPP20, GGLP15, PFTR16, GMS13].

Constructing [KT09]. Construction [HXY+19]. Consumer [XL16].

contamination [KSM09]. Content [FCWQ17, GWZZ17]. Context [CO18, HZZ+15, HCRZ+14, IM412, LML18].


Continual [NWA20]. Continuous [KHTR18, SBZ19, YMPH20].

Continuous-Time [KHTR18, SBZ19].

Convergence [LLW16]. Convex [CNY+16].

Convolutional [CLT+20]. Coordinate [BNY20]. Coordinated [WSM+18].

Coordination [ABSP+18]. Core [GBGL20, LZD16, SCS20]. Coreset [CPP20]. Coreset-Based [CPP20].

Corpus [MN20, II08]. corpus-based [II08]. correct [BG09]. Correction [LH20]. Correlate [MMMJ16].

Correlated [CLG+19, CBLH12]. Correlation [BN20].

Correlation [CNZ+17, SFPP10, SJR08].


COTE [LTB18].

Counting [AKM20, BCK+18, DERU17, LJK18, SOK+20, BBCG10, CX10].

Counts [CL18, JSP15]. Coupled
Covariance [GJ16], covering [WAD12]. CPU [YLL19].
criteria [HGV+08]. Cross [BGJV12, CTX+17, ML15, WNH15, YLHY20, JP09].
Cross-Dependency [CTX+17].
Cross-Domain [ML15]. cross-graph [JP09]. Cross-Guided [BGJV12].
Cyber-Physical [TYG+15].

Covariance [GJ16], covering [WAD12]. CPU [YLL19].
criteria [HGV+08]. Cross [BGJV12, CTX+17, ML15, WNH15, YLHY20, JP09].
Cross-Dependency [CTX+17].
Cross-Domain [ML15]. cross-graph [JP09]. Cross-Guided [BGJV12].
Cyber-Physical [TYG+15].

Data
[AEEBEE20, AOEM17, ABSP+18, ABW20, AT17, AF13, BMIT18, BLW14, BC18, CMZS15, CKC+18, CTZ16, DSL+14, DGB16, EGT14, EC20, GZX16, GSW20, HZL20, HH19, HXY+19, IPM12, KN18, KRK19, KBR+16, LYG+19, LK15, LGF10, LCN14, LCLL17, MFHL10, PC20, QSS18, RCM+13, RK19, RPT10, SATK15, SBRE14, SGCH19, SLTA11, TL14, TYG+15, TAJY17, TWC016, THB18, VSV15, WCS+18, WLW+19, WDBD20, WFV+11, WHMY17, XML18, XKH+19, XSZ19, XSZ+20, YHL12, YWDP16, YT+16, ZJL+14, ZP15, ZHT20, ZH16, vLCV+18, vLCV+19, BG07, CCC09, CMOS809, DG10, GEG+08, GMMT07, KRP12, KZK19, MVT12, MWF08, TC09, VCKP08, WND+09, ZLT09].
Data-Aware [ZP15]. Data-Driven [XML18]. Database [GZX16, MMM16].
Databases [Lap20, CRST09]. Dataset [SDS18, WYG+17]. Datasets
[LLW16, OGAB14, PGR18, TSRRK20, WNC+18, AF09, JMR08, SSK+10].
De-anonymizing [CGL18]. Death [MHKG19]. Decentralized [MSC+19].
decision [Vad10, VCKP08]. Decomposable [LZD16]. Decomposition
[GBGL20, ME11, PFS15, SCS20, Tat19].
Decompositions [SCS14]. Deep
[ACE20, CLG+19, HZL20, LL19, LSH20]. Defined [HQYY14, CRST09]. Definitions
[ZTT+20]. Degree [AEEBEE20, WQZ+16].
Deletion [YLW+19]. Delivery [TYG+19].
DeltaCon [KSV+16]. Demand [LYG+19].
Demands [WLW+19]. Dense
[RTG17, SHF18, GG08]. Densification [LK07]. Density [BLW14, CMZS15, HYQY15, Tat19, THB18, WND+09, TC09].
Density-Aware [HYQY15]. Density-based [WDY+09].
Density-Friendly [Tat19]. Dependence [ZZ10]. Dependencies [FXG+16, LZD16].
Dependency [CTX+17, LK20].
Dependent [CO18]. Deployment
[SYLC16]. Descent [BNY20, WYG+17].
Description [MV14]. Designing [LNG18].
Destination [WYG+17]. Detect
[CYT+17, LSG19, IHS07]. Detecting
[TC18, WWHW19, YWC+16]. Detection
[ABSP+18, Ang20, BHW+17, BMIT18, CMZS15, CFP19, HSBB19, HSS+17, HQYY14, JYD19, KBR+16, LSG18, LHK+18, LSF18, LHW+20, LTZ12, LCN14, MCSZ20, MN20, NLZH20, PE20, PPDSB16, RK18, Row16, SBRE14, SFDW19, SHH+20, WW+16, WJR+10, XZX18, XLT+20, YZH+18, YHL15, CSF+12, KRP12, ZP09]. Determinantal
[QXBT16]. Development [Row16].
Developmental [YCK08]. Diagnosis
[CNZ+17, THB18, WLC+17, XKH+16].
Diameters [LKF07]. Different
[ADK+16, WYW19]. Different-Sized
[ADK+16]. Differentially [EC20].
Differentiated [KCL+20]. Differentiating
[CC19]. Diffusion
[GRLK12, RK18, THR16, WCL19]. Digger [LSD19]. Dimensional
[MFH10, PGR18, WHMY17, XKH+16, KKZ09].
Dimensionality [MDV11, PSFV13, ZZ10].
event-based [APU09]. Event-Oriented [PZW+18]. Events [LHN+20, IHS07].
Evidence [Lap20]. Evolution [THB18, ZCF+17, LKF07]. Evolutionary [JV20, WWHW19, XZYL12, APU09, CSZ+09]. evolutions [LCZ+09]. Evolving [BC18, WWHW19, CBLH12]. Exact [LGF10]. examples [MS09]. exhibition [HDC07]. Expanding [MS09]. Expert [DWD+20, DA19, HHZ+18, MSC+19, MMMJ16]. Explanations [SFDW19].
Explanatory [SATK20]. Explicit [XYW+20]. Exploiting [BLW14, FCWQ17, HLL+20, NTPN18, PSFV13, ZPC+16]. Exploration [KN18, PA18, RBBV18, SATK20, vLCV+18, vLCV+19].
Exploratory [LZF+15]. Exploring [SMK18, WCS+18, XYW+20]. Express [LYG+19]. expression [YCJK08].
Extension [ZZYY16]. Extension-Based [ZZYY16]. Extensions [CSSP15, LML+16].
Extracting [LHN+20, KNV07]. Extraction [LWLW18, YWR+19, ZGC18].
Extrapolation [LCZ07].

Face [HSS+17]. Factor [AF16, Kor10].
Factorization [BNY20, CZH18, CCLZ18, EC20, HNHD14, LSS+11, LCF19, MV14, PKH+17, WLP18, ZHT20]. Factorizations [DKA11]. Factors [FCWQ17, HDQ+18].

farms [ZP09]. Fast [AKM20, FSK09, KN18, KRKBK19, ME11, QXBT16, SFP10, SKSÇ17, SHF18, SOK+20, WNH15, WJR+10, ZTT+20].


Feature-preserved [CCC09]. Features [BAMK18, GCL+19b, LW14, YDS+15].

Fine-Grained [XZSY19]. First [CRGP14].


Forums [BWD10]. Fourier [LWZ14].

Framework [AHGA14, ACE20, ABW20, BLW14, HLFH18, LT10, MM12, PFTR16, TYG+15, TLZ+20, WLY+19, WJR+10, XKW+14, XLT+20, ZWG+19, ZWPH20, ZLD14, ZYH19, ASH14, AP09, DG10, GG08, HGV+08, JTY10]. Fraud [HSS+17].
FraudDetector [YZH+18]. Fraudulent [YZH+18]. Free [Ang20, CZH18, BFPP07].
Frequency [MN20, ZB20]. Frequent [RU14, ZLT+15, CX10, GMSS13, HDOC7, JP09, MEX+07, THD+08, TVK10, ZCS10].
Friendly [Tag19]. Fukunaga [PSFV13].

Fully [DERU17, SOK+20, SCS20].
Function [KSV+16, YTH18].
Function-on-Function [YTH18].

Functional [ZHT20]. Functions [ES15, SATK20]. Fused [LCG+18]. Fuzzy [ZZZ+20b].

G [BMTT18, ZLY+20a]. G-Roi [BMTT18].
G-Skyline [ZLY+20a]. Game [XLT+20, ZLT09]. Games [JSV+15].


Gaussian [LCL17]. GBAGC [XKW+14]. Gene [KZZ+20, YCJ08].

General [CPP20, HLFH18, XKW+14, ZJ+14].


XKH\textsuperscript{+16}, XL\textsuperscript{+16}, YTL\textsuperscript{+16}, ZY\textsuperscript{+14}, ZFWC\textsuperscript{18}, 
ZWH\textsubscript{20}, ZCZ\textsubscript{Q19}, ZLC\textsubscript{20}, DG\textsubscript{10}, 
JTTY\textsubscript{10}, YL\textsubscript{K13}, ZY\textsubscript{13}, ZFY\textsubscript{14}. 

Learning-Based [WSZ\textsubscript{14}]. Length [MV\textsubscript{14}, QC\textsubscript{+19}, SL\textsubscript{W+18}]. Less [RA\textsubscript{16}, SG\textsubscript{12}]. Level [JDE\textsuperscript{+12}]. Leveraging [GCL\textsubscript{+19b}, LCF\textsubscript{19}, MA\textsubscript{16}, YTW\textsubscript{+16}]. 
Likelihood [FSK\textsubscript{09}]. Long-Tail [HCC\textsubscript{18}]. 

Literature [WQZ\textsubscript{16}]. Logs [GSG\textsubscript{19}, YCC\textsubscript{19}]. Location-Based [CYOL\textsubscript{16}]. Lifetime [LYL\textsubscript{+20}]. 

Markov-modulated [IHS\textsubscript{07}]. Markov Machines [PBM\textsubscript{ID14}, AG\textsubscript{HN13}]. 
Manifolds [HQYY\textsubscript{14}, HNHD\textsubscript{14}, HF\textsubscript{12}]. Manifolds Machines [PBM\textsubscript{ID14}, YH\textsubscript{C12}, GM\textsubscript{S13}, LC\textsubscript{Z07}, V\textsubscript{ad\textsubscript{10}}, WC\textsubscript{12}]. 
Linearization [LK\textsubscript{20}]. Link [DK\textsubscript{A11}, YL\textsubscript{W+19}, ZP\textsubscript{09}]. Linkage [dVK\textsubscript{C11}]. Linkages [HZ\textsubscript{W+15}]. 

Local-First [CRGP\textsubscript{14}]. Locality [CSSP\textsubscript{15}, ZTL\textsubscript{+15}]. Location [XS\textsubscript{Y20}, YCC\textsubscript{+15}, YTW\textsubscript{+16}, ZFWC\textsubscript{18}, ZPC\textsubscript{+16}]. 

Location-Based [YCC\textsubscript{+15}, YTW\textsubscript{+16}, ZFWC\textsubscript{18}, ZPC\textsubscript{+16}]. 
Logs [WQ\textsubscript{Z+16}]. Long [HZ\textsubscript{L20}, HCC\textsubscript{+18}]. 

Local-First Manipulations [SKSC\textsubscript{17}]. Manufacturing [ZH\textsubscript{16}]. Many [LW\textsubscript{Z14}]. 
Mapping [AO\textsubscript{EM17}]. Mapping [GCL\textsubscript{+19b}, ZCL\textsubscript{19}]. MapReduce [AD\textsubscript{K\textsubscript{+16}}]. Margin [GXZ\textsubscript{F16}, TV\textsubscript{K10}]. 
Marginal [CWF\textsubscript{+13}]. Market [XL\textsubscript{16}]. Marketing [LCC\textsubscript{M19}, ZPC\textsubscript{+16}]. Markov [FS\textsubscript{K09}, IHS\textsubscript{07}, WC\textsubscript{12}, ZCS\textsubscript{10}].
Minimum [MV14]. Mining  
[AAEEBEE20, AK15, BB17, CL18, CO18, GM18, GLFV+19, GZXF16, HH19, JH19, JP09, JCB+16, KTA+11, KR16, Lap20, LYWLI12, LML+16, MHKG19, PZW+18, PLL+10, QSST18, RCM+13, RV20, Row16, SHF18, SAS16, SLTA11, TYG+15, WZL+16, WLC+17, WWDB20, WLT19, YZH+18, YDS+15, ZKCY07, ZLT+15, ZWH+16, AF09, CX10, GMNT07, GG08, GMSS13, HAKU+08, JMR08, KRPS12, RPT10, THD+08, TVK10, ZCS10, ZLT09, MMMJ16].

Most Motif-Aware [LHW+14, MVT12].  
[DD09, LHW+15, WML+16, YCC+19, WSST18, SDS18, WSDL19, XYZ+20].

Movement [AB20]. Moving  
[WYG+17, ZBL+20]. MP [BXF+20]. Multi  
[ACE20, BXF+20, BFRL13, CTX+17, CGZW16, GCL+19b, LSF18, LF18, MHS20, PZW+18, QCD+19, RK19, WNZ+19, WSL+16, XY+20, YLHY20, ZFWC18, ZYH19, ZLY+20b, ZZZ+20b, JTY+10].

Multi-Document [QCD+19].  
Multi-Domain [CGZW16].

Multi-Grained [ZFWC18].

Multi-Instance [BFRL13]. Multi-Label  
[BFRL13, GCL+19b, RK19, JTY+10].

Multi-Layered [CTX+17]. Multi-Modal  
[WSZ+16, ACE20]. Multi-objective  
[MHS20]. Multi-Party [BXF+20].

Multi-source [WLW+19]. Multi-style  
[ZLY+20b]. Multi-task  
[ACE20, YLHY20, ZYH19]. Multi-User  
[XYZ+20]. Multi-View  
[LSF18, LF18, PZW+18, MHS20, ZZZ+20b].

Multiclass [LYL+20]. Multidimensional  
[BB17, MRTW19, PC20, PLL+10].

Multidocument [WZL+11]. Multigraphs  
[LJK18]. Multilabel  
[WSZ14, ZY10, ZY13]. Multilayer  
[GBGL20]. multilevel [PLL+10].

Multimedia [GZXF16]. Multimodal  
[GZXF16]. Multinomial [KRKB19].

Multiobjective [SMK18]. Multiplayer  
[JSV+15]. Multiple [CLY12, CL+17, CXH+20, IYSU12, JH19, JYD19, LCWC20, SHL19, WLC+17, CFD10, WND+09].

multirelational [JMR08]. Multiresolution  
[SC14]. Multisource [CSF+12].

Multitask [LYL+20, ZY14, ZZL15, YLK13]. Multivariate  
[ES15, LCLL17]. Multiview  
[SMK18]. Music [ZLY+20b]. Mutual  
[ZLC20].

Naive [LLW16]. name [TS09]. NBA  
[VQF12]. Near [CCV19]. Near-Optimal  
[CCV19]. Nearest [AF13]. Nearly [NK20].

Need [LWZ14]. negative [ZHT20].

Neighbor [AF13, MA16]. Neighbor-Based
[AF13]. Neighborhood [EGT14]. neighbors [Kor10]. Net [XSZY20]. Network


CRST09. query-defined [CRST09].
Query-Driven [AT17]. Querying [WY15].
Question [BWD10, ALB09].
Question-Answering [BWD10].

Rademacher [RU18]. Radii [KTA+11].
Random [LWZ14, NK20, PBMD14, MWF08, WC12, WAD12]. randomization [GMMT07]. Randomized [FKKD17].
Rank [CLY12, DKSL18, HH19, LSF18, TLL+19, WYX+16, ZGC18]. Ranking [BES15, CNZ+17, DYS20, FXG+16, GJDX14, JLH+13, MN20, AMIL13, JLL14].

Rapid [SYLC16]. Rare [KR16, MN20, NWA20]. Rare-Class [NWA20]. Rating [XL15, YCC+15].
Ratings [FCWQ17]. Rationality [LQW15].
Reader [QCD+19, VAFZ19].
Reader-Aware [QCD+19]. Real [AOEM17, FXG+16, LCWC20, LSH20, MGL+20, WSDL19]. Real-Time [AOEM17, LCWC20, MGL+20, WSDL19, LSH20].
Realistic [VFA+15, WNC+18]. reciprocity [LTH+13]. Recognition [HLC19, HCZ+14, LLL+20, NWA20].
Recommend [CCLZ18].
Recommendation [CKC+18, HZZ+15, HCC+18, LL19, LWG+16, LFC+17, LCF19, ML15, WSZZ14, XYZ+20, XYW+20, YCC+15, YTW+16, ZWH+16, ZLC20].
Recommendations [FCWQ17].
Recommender [Che18, CC19].
Recommending [LPK+15].
Reconstructing [EGT14]. Reconstruction [GSG+20, LSH20]. Record [dVKCC11].
Recurrent [LZP20, ZHS+19]. Recursive [GY15, THB18]. Redescriptions [GM18].
Reduction [GBT14, MDV11, PSFV13, ZZ10].
Redundant [MYPB20]. Refining [Pap15].
Reflect [BG09]. Reframing [HO14].

Reinforcement [LL19]. Relatedness [ZGC18].
Representations [Che18]. Representative [WY15, ZLY+20a, MS09]. Reputation [XML18]. requirement [ZKCY07].
Ride [TLZ+20, WLW+19]. Ride-matching [TLZ+20]. Ridesharing [TLZ+20].
Riemannian [DYS20]. Right [DSL+14].
Risk [LRN08]. Road [HXY+19]. Robust [CGZ16, GSG+20, HND14, IKK19, LV18, OLL20, PKH+17, TLL+19, ZLZ+19, ZHS+19, dVKCC11, BFPP07, GG08].
Robustness [HK18]. Rol [BM12]. Role [CO18, HZZ+15, RJK+20, WCL19, JLL14].
Role-Based [HZZ+15, RJK+20, WCL19].
Rounding [FKKD17]. Route [XYZ+20].
Routine [QST18]. Rules [DGB16, RU14, WSC+17, BAL13]. Rumor [VMR17, YLW+19]. Rumors [VMR17].

Saiyan [CN20]. Sample [LWZ14].
Sampled [HXY+19]. Samples [WY15].
Sampling [ANK14, BIPR13, CWF+13].
LK20, LJK18, MM12, QXBT16, RU14, RV20, ZZYY16, CCC09]. Satellite [XSZY20]. Satisfaction [AEEBEE20, ALB09]. Satisfactions [LWW18]. Saturating [BYN20]. Scalable [BHW+17, JLL14, MXP20, SYD+16, WSZ+16, YWDP16, Kor10]. Scale [AOEM17, BHW+17, CZH18, CKC+18, DKL18, GY15, HLZH18, KRKB19, LGF10, SML19, SDSA18, SLTA11, WNH15, WHMY17, XZ219, BBCG10, GMSS13, SATK20].


Self-weighted [ZZZ+20b]. Semantic [II08, LWWL18, MXX+07, YWR+19, ZGC18, SMA*08]. Semi [CCLZ18, DDo9]. Semi-analytical [DD09]. Semi-supervised [CCLZ18]. Semi-automated [BES15].


Sentence [WZLG13, WZLG12]. Sentiment [IKK19, YWC+16, ZCQ19]. separability [ASHK14]. Sequence [WDDB20, ZJL+14, ZCS10]. Sequences [XLT+20, KT09, ZKCY07]. Sequential [GLFV+19, IYSU12, JH19, MMJ12, SFDW19, XYZ+20, ZFWS18, PLL+20]. Serendipity [XYW+20]. Series [ABSP+18, ABW20, GSST16, LTB18, MMMJ16, RCM+13, SLH19, SLW+18].


Trillion [SPS+18]. Trillions [RCM+13]. Trust [HZZ+15, HNH+13]. Twain [HDC07]. Twitter [BPW+18, CFP19, MCS+18, VMR17]. Two [Dor19, SG12, HDC07]. Two-end [HDC07]. Type [YWY16].


[MNK18]. Variant [HLC19]. Variation
[ZLZ19]. Variational [CZH18]. Various
[LYWL12]. Varying [QXB16]. Vector
[CXH16, JLD19, PBMD14, AGHN13].
Vectors [ZB20]. Veracity [VMR17].
vertically [MWF08, VCKP08]. Very
[GGJ16, LK20, AF09]. Via
[MAHT18, BNY20, CNZ17, DYS20, EC20,
GMMT07, GMS13, KCL19, LSS11, LLL19,
WLL18, XLT20, YCJ20, ZNZ19, ZZL19, ZYH19].
Video [LLL19, YWR19]. View
[LSF18, LXY17, LF18, PZW18, MHS20,
YHY20, ZZ19]. Viewable [RBB18].
Viral [ZPC16]. Vis [MCS18]. VisIRR
[CKC18]. Visual
[CKC18, MCS18, PA18, STD18].
Visualization [CMZ15, KBR16].
Visualizing [DA18, YWC16]. VOGUE
[ZCS10]. Voice [GSI19]. Vol [VLC19].
Vote [LTB18]. Vulnerability [GBT14].

Walks [MRTW19, NK20]. Warmth
[GSI19]. Warped [ZHT20]. Warping
[RCM13]. Wavelet [THB18]. Weak
[LWY16]. Web [NTNP18, SMA08,
TYZ10, WNH15, ZPS10]. Weighted
[BC18, CG15, DAR09, LHG13, ZZZ19].
Weights [CC19]. Who [ZTL15]. wide
[ZZW09]. wild [YWW14]. Will [HDT18].
Wisdom [DMI12]. Word [JXG19, II08].
World [WS16]. Wrapper [CMQ19].

Xeljanz [AEE20]. XML [TH18].

Years [MHKG19].

Zero [HP20].
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